Aluminium Fence Folding Five a Side Goals
24HUFBL58Y

Details
Aluminium Fence Folding Five-A-Side Football Goals - Ideal for synthetic surfaces. Hinged supports allow this
goal to fold effortlessly, and is easily wheeled by two people neatly back against a surrounding fence when not
in use, allowing space and freedom for other sports.
The goals are available in two standard five-a-side sizes:
Junior: 3.66m (12') x 1.2m (4') - our most popular size
Senior: 4.9m (16') x 1.2m (4')
The goals feature:
Uprights & crossbars manufactured from 80mm diameter x 2.5mm reinforced aluminium and polyester
powder coated white
Crossbars have welded corner joint for added strength and aesthetic appearance
Net supports are manufactured from 50mm diameter x 2mm thick steel and polyester powder coated
green
100mm square galvanised steel support posts complete with sockets and 60mm square galvanised steel
telescoping side bars
Solid PVC rollers
Stainless steel bolts throughout and complete with lock-on synthetic net hooks
These goals are manufactured to suit your required projection from the fence to the byeline. Please select from
the following projections and we will contact you to confirm the exact projection on receipt of your order:
2.3m to 3.49m projection
3.5m to 5.0m projection

PLEASE NOTE: This is a supply only item. The item requires self-assembly and requires sockets that must be
set into concrete by others.
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SKU

Options

Available Colours

24HUFBL581

2.3m to 3.49m

N/A

24HUFBL580

2.3m to 3.49m

N/A

24HUFBL583

3.5m to 5.0m

N/A

24HUFBL584

3.5m to 5.0m

N/A
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